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Message from the Maestro
Music for Your Soul

gather and experience the thrill of live
performance together—it takes the
phrase “you’ve got a friend” to a
whole new level.

How does music make you feel? Does it
make you want to dance, laugh, cry?
Depending on the piece, you might
answer “all of the above”—in fact,
music often evokes beautiful mixtures
of emotions that can’t be put into words.
You’ve probably heard music described
as “the universal language,” that it can
inspire and uplift you, stir your feelings,
and provide solace and comfort during
difficult times. Celebrate life! You know
that when you enter the concert hall,
the music will transport you.
Music has played a crucial role in the human
experience since the dawn of our species. The art
itself is indispensable and magnificent—for each of us
personally, music becomes our friend for life. In
addition, a fascinating group bond is created when we

2022–23 Season at a Glance

All of us in the Stockton Symphony are
so grateful for you, the most important
part of the equation—our mission is
completed when we can play for you!
Your faithful support during the
pandemic has kept us thriving and
enabled us to present the fantastic
music and fabulous guest artists for
Steve Pereira photo this exciting 2022–23 season. Please
keep helping us grow as we approach our
centennial—spread the word and bring more family
and friends to experience the magic! It’s music for
your soul.
Yours ever,
Peter Jaffe, Music Director and Conductor

All concerts conducted by Peter Jaffe except as noted

Dance Rhythms

Pictures

Fri | Oct 7 | 7 pm • Hutchins Street Square, Lodi
Sun | Oct 9 | 2:30 pm • Grand Theatre, Tracy
Chili Ekman, violin

Sat | Jan 21 | 7 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Sun | Jan 22 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Gabriela Martinez, piano

Fantastique

Serenade

Sat | Oct 29 | 7 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Sun | Oct 30 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Terrence Wilson, piano

Sat | Mar 18 | 7 pm • Hutchins Street Square, Lodi
Sun | Mar 19 | 2:30 pm • Grand Theatre, Tracy
Isaac Pastor-Chermak, cello

Made in America: Salute to American Composers

Ray Charles Tribute

Sun | Nov 13 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen, saxophone

’Tis the Season

Pops!

Sun | Dec 4 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
Stockton Youth Chorale

Pops!

Sat | Feb 11 | 7 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Sun | Feb 12 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Victoria Bond, guest conductor

Unsilenced Voices: Resilience and Hope
Sat | Apr 1 | 7 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Sun | Apr 2 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Members of Stockton and Delta College
Chorales, University of the Pacific Chorus

Roots and Boots

Pops!

Sun | May 7 | 2:30 pm • Atherton Auditorium
Ralph Cato, baritone
2 https://stocktonsymphony.org
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About the Maestro

Peter Jaffe has served as the Stockton Symphony’s
dynamic music director since 1995, combining a
passion for outreach and education with top-notch
musicianship, and fostering sustained artistic growth
throughout his tenure. Organizations ranging from the
Association of California Symphony Orchestras to the
Brubeck Institute and Goodwill Industries have
honored Mr. Jaffe with prestigious awards for his
innovations in educational programming and for his
distinguished cultural contributions throughout the
county. His engaging and informative preview
discussions include his own renditions of symphonic
examples at the piano, and he frequently advocates
for the Symphony and orchestral music in radio
broadcasts, television appearances, and web videos.
With a zeal for introducing new vital repertoire along
with established masterworks, Mr. Jaffe has
spearheaded the commissions of many world
premieres. Avner Dorman’s Uzu and Muzu from
Kakaruzu earned the Stockton Symphony national
recognition for community engagement activities
dealing with crucial social issues. An especially
fruitful series of premieres by the Brubeck family has
developed over decades—Chris Brubeck’s recent
Time Out Suite and his earlier Mark Twain’s World
were both broadcast nationally on NPR’s Performance
Today, and Ansel Adams: America, co-composed by
Dave and Chris Brubeck, has since been performed
nationally and abroad.

Mr. Jaffe also conducts the Folsom
Lake Symphony and has appeared
as guest conductor with the
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra,
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra,
Long Beach Symphony Orchestra,
Symphony San Jose (formerly
Symphony Silicon Valley), and many
other orchestras and music festivals
across the country. He spent three
seasons conducting at the Oberlin
Conservatory and two as a visiting
professor at Stanford University,
highlighted by an Eastern European
Keith Sutter photo
tour with the Stanford Symphony.
He teaches every summer at the Conductor’s Institute
of South Carolina, he conducted and taught at the
Aspen Music Festival for fourteen years, and he
served as music director for the Auburn Symphony for
nine years and for Stockton Opera for eighteen years.
Many of Mr. Jaffe’s own arrangements have been
commissioned by and performed with orchestras in
Aspen, Chicago, Long Beach, and Stockton, including
his Symphonic Birthday, his recent Symph-Hanukkah,
and his transcription of Haydn’s Arianna a Naxos for
Jan DeGaetani, which was also performed by the
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. A CD of his
lullaby arrangements was released on the Chandos
label, featuring mezzo-soprano Nadia Pelle with Yuli
Turovsky directing I Musici de Montréal.
Mr. Jaffe appeared on NBC’s First Camera in a show
devoted to Tanglewood, where he was coached by
Seiji Ozawa, Gunther Schuller, Gustav Meier, and
Leonard Bernstein—a brief segment was later
included in the American Masters special honoring
Bernstein. Mr. Jaffe also studied conducting with
Andor Toth, Paul Vermel, Charles Bruck, and Herbert
Blomstedt. His instrumental background includes
extensive performing on the violin, viola, and
keyboard, and he often conducts from the harpsichord
when performing Baroque or early Classic repertoire.
stocktonsymphony.org 23
https://stocktonsymphony.org

Message from the President
We have been through a
challenging few years as we have
battled the stress of the pandemic
and the constant changes all
around us. We have been forced
to experience a wide range of
emotions including fear, sorrow,
despair, anger, hope, love, and joy.
Our lives have been touched and
changed forever. Yet, we have
persevered through it all—and we
have done it together. I am beyond
grateful that the dark times are
behind us, and hope is on the
horizon as the Stockton Symphony
begins its 2022–23 season—our
Elizabeth Kim
96th season.
From time immemorial, classical composers and
musicians through the ages have bestowed on us
beautiful masterpieces filled with themes that explore
the many fragrant seasons of life and trumpet
magnificent expressions of the human soul. Along this
same tradition, our exceptionally gifted Stockton

Our History

Manlio Silva

4 https://stocktonsymphony.org

Symphony is inspired to present to you
a magnificent musical program that has
been meaningfully selected for the
2022–23 season. May the Magic of
Music embrace you, fill you, heal you,
and bring you much peace and joy.
As the Stockton Symphony rises out of
the ashes of the pandemic, we set our
eyes on the future. Music is not meant
to just be enjoyed, but it is meant to be
preserved and shared with future
generations. It is for this reason that I
implore you to continue your faithful
and loving support of our wonderful
Stockton Symphony. It is a beacon of
community pride that is seen far and
wide. This season I ask that you make a
special effort to share our Stockton Symphony with
your friends and family. Bring a guest; share the
magic.
Elizabeth Kim

President, Board of Directors

The Stockton Symphony is the third-oldest continuously operating professional
orchestra in California, surpassed in longevity only by the San Francisco
Symphony and the Los Angeles Philharmonic. May 1926 marked the first concert of
the newly created Stockton Symphony, formed by brilliant Italian immigrant Manlio
Silva, and the orchestra thrived for many years under his baton. Following Silva’s
demise in 1958, several conductors led the orchestra for short periods, including
Horace Brown, Fritz Berens, and Ralph Matesky.
Under the twenty-seven-year tenure of conductor Kyung-Soo Won, the Symphony
morphed from a community ensemble to a fully professional orchestra of
“metropolitan” status as recognized by the American Symphony Orchestra
League. Since 1995 the Stockton Symphony has been conducted by Maestro Peter
Jaffe. During his tenure the orchestra has shown continual growth in artistic
excellence, introduced and developed vibrant educational programs, and gained
national recognition through composer residencies and acclaimed world
premieres.
For a more detailed history please visit https://stocktonsymphony.org.
stocktonsymphony.org 3

Message from the Chief Executive Officer
Our 96th season has
started, and our Maestro
Peter Jaffe has designed a
series of concerts that will
bring us joy. Reflecting on
our plans for this season
and thinking about the
future, there is much we
know from our collective
experience. Nonetheless I
ask myself, what have we
learned these past couple
of years? In many ways,
the last two years have
Philip D. West
been game changing. We
have all been confronted with a different type of
decision making, a reset regarding our personal and
professional priorities. It is important to us that the
direction we take remains consistent with the
community we serve.

None of us has the perfect
answer for how to do this,
nor can any of us be
expected to make it
happen alone. It takes all
of us working together.
Surveys are one way we
gather information. Still,
we need more people to be
comfortable making the
most important donation to
the Symphony possible—
taking the time to share
your thoughts and hopes.
Yes, financial donations
are crucial; however, the feeling of genuine
connection, of embracing that connection with heart
and soul, of sharing that magical joy with others—for
me, this concept is what keeps me coming back to
work each day.

For myself, it is the recognition that we need more
opportunities to experience joy and community, or
maybe that should be joy shared in the community.
This is not a change in our mission, rather it’s a way to
implement the direction of our mission to “inspire joy
and build community”—the magic that brings us
together is still there. Now more than ever we need to
find more ways to open our doors wider and make
new people feel welcome in our midst; we must
welcome more people into our community to share our
joy in the magic of music.

As we gather, sharing space and enjoying the
experience of the live performance, please take a
moment to share your thoughts with any of us at the
Symphony and with your friends on how the joy we get
from the magic of music is the foundation of our
experience of community.
Warm personal regards,
Philip D. West

Chief Executive Officer

Concert previews two ways!
ONLINE

At your convenience, you can watch an engaging video preview with Maestro
Jaffe playing the piano and discussing the music with featured guests before
each Classics concert. Just visit https://stocktonsymphony.org for links to the videos.

LIVE
For Classics concerts in Atherton Auditorium, you can arrive at the concert hall
one hour before the performance for Maestro Jaffe’s live preconcert talk. He
will demonstrate aspects of the music at the piano and often interviews the
guest artist. Seating is open for all ticket holders, and patrons will have time to
move to their assigned seats for the concert.
stocktonsymphony.org 4
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Stockton Symphony Covid-19 Protocols
The Stockton Symphony will follow current local, state, and federal health guidelines; COVID-19
safety requirements for attending performances in our 2022–23 season are currently as follows:
All COVID-related masking and verification requirements have been lifted.
Policies are subject to change throughout the season as necessary.
Changes will be reflected on our website and
communicated directly to affected patrons via email.
We are here to help. If you have a question or concern, please call us at
(209) 951-0196 or email: boxoffice@stocktonsymphony.org.

Returning

LIVE to Atherton Auditorium and Hutchin’s Street Square!

January 24, 25, and 26, 2023 • Two performances each day
Sign your class up now at https://stocktonsymphony.org or call (209) 951-0196.

6 https://stocktonsymphony.org
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Stockton Symphony Musicians

PETER JAFFE, MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR

The Stockton Symphony frequently employs additional musicians to meet the demands
of the works performed. Section string seating may rotate.
VIOLIN I
Christina Mok
Concertmaster

Carmen M. Silva Chair

Iryna Klimashevska
Associate Concertmaster

David E. Zuckerman
Chair

Ljubomir Velickovic
Assistant Concertmaster
Irina Samarina
Dagenais Smiley
Shoanie Young
Joseph Galamba
Shawyon Malek-Salehi
VIOLIN II
Lyly Li
Assistant Principal
Caitlin McSherry
David Collum
VIOLA
Evan Buttemer
Principal
David Thorp
Assistant Principal

Forrest and Barbara
Greenberg Chair

Eleanor Tatton-Nelson
David Calderon
Joanna L. Pinckney

CELLO
Andrew Ford
Principal

CLARINET
Sara Marsh
Principal

TROMBONE
Esther Armendariz
Principal
Samuel Wamhoff

Isaac Pastor-Chermak
Associate Principal
Stephanie Chiao
Assistant Principal
Alison Sharkey
Onew Park

Elizabeth Sanders

BASS TROMBONE
C.L. Behrens

Michael Hernandez

TUBA
Scott Choate
Principal

Helen Kessel McCrary
Chair

BASS
Patrick McCarthy
Principal

Gene and Arlene Weston
Chair

Aleksey Klyushnik
Assistant Principal
Rick Duncan

Robert and Jeanne
Person Chair
R. John Charles, Jr., and
Margaret Wennhold
Charles Chair

BASS CLARINET
Michael Hernandez
BASSOON
Nicolasa Kuster
Principal

Daniel Shifren
Lawrence Rhodes

CONTRABASSOON
Lawrence Rhodes

Alexandra Miller
Barbara Maters

FRENCH HORN
Caitlyn Smith Franklin
Principal
Jeffrey Fowler
Melia Badalian

PICCOLO
Barbara Maters
Alexandra Miller
OBOE
Thomas Nugent
Principal
Kyle Bruckmann

PERCUSSION
Tennison Watts
Principal
Michael Downing
Graham Thompson

The Hobin Family Chair

FLUTE
Bethanne Walker
Principal

John Linley McCarthy
Chair

TIMPANI
Alex Orfaly
Principal

HARP
Amy Ahn
Principal

Beverly Fitch McCarthy
Chair

KEYBOARD
Esther Kemalyan Roche
Principal

TRUMPET
John Freeman
Principal

Margaret M. Zuckerman
Chair

Rick Leder
Hal Willenborg

LIBRARIAN
Sarah Bonomo
PERSONNEL MANAGER
Hal Willenborg

ENGLISH HORN
Kyle Bruckmann

OPERATIONS MANAGER
Hal Willenborg

Contact the Symphony office at (209) 951-0196
to find out how you can be a musician chair sponsor!
stocktonsymphony.org 6
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Board of Directors, Advisory Board, and Staff
Officers

President
Elizabeth Kim

Education Cochairs
Lisa J. Blount
Pheon Davison

Finance Chair
Douglas Hunt

Governance Chair
Kathy Hart

Secretary
Nicole Goehring

Treasurer
Niko Torres

Immediate Past President
Kathy Hart, Ph.D.

Symphony Circle
Sylvester Aguilar
Nelson Bahler
Pat Catania
Judith Chambers
Hon. Ann M. Chargin
Tim Daly
Dennis Goldstrand
Mike Klocke
Fred Lee
Teresa Mandella
Hal Monroe
Erna Murphy
Gary Putnam
Steve Sherman
Dr. Earl Taylor
Francesca Vera
Douglass W. Wilhoit, Jr.

Music Director and Conductor
Peter Jaffe
Directors
Miniya Brisbane
Kirk DeJesus
F. J. Dietrich IV
Dwayne Garcia
Susanne Ghidoni
Christopher Guptill*
Bob Gutierrez
Akilah Jeffery
Lisa Blanco Jiminez
Pamela Lee
Velma Lim
Cecilia Moran
James Morris
Roger Sitkin
Joe Sublett
Peter Witte*
Orchestra Representative
Barbara Maters*

Music Director Emeritus
Kyung-Soo Won
Staff

Chief Executive Officer
Philip D. West

Music Director and Conductor
Peter Jaffe

Director of Development
Diane Vigil

Chief Executive Officer
Philip D. West

Patrick N. Catania, 2011–12
Nancy Schneider, 2012–13
Pamela F. Lee, 2013–16
Daniel Terry, M.D., 2016–19
James M. Morris, 2016–20
Kathy Hart, Ph.D., 2020–22

Past Presidents of the Association
Robert M. Adams, M.D., 1959–61
Arthur J. Holton, Ed. D., 1961–62,
1969–70
Erwin H. Roeser, M.D., 1962–63
Edwin L. Mayall, 1963–64
Mike Rosenthal, 1964–65
Norman Silva, 1965–66
Darrell Glahn, 1966–67
Thomas T. Chen, M.D., 1967–69
Henry J. Zeiter, M.D., 1970–71
Gerald Cundiff, 1971–73
Beverly Fitch McCarthy, 1973–77
Dorothy Levy, 1977–79
David E. Zuckerman, 1979–81
Gene Weston, 1982–83
R. M. Lewis, 1983–87
William H. Lynch, 1987–90
Nancy Schneider, 1990–95
Pamela F. Lee, 1995–2000
Douglas B. Wied, 2000–03
Teresa Mandella, 2003–07
Leslie Sherman, 2007–09
Michael Whelan, 2009–11

Administrative Assistant to the CEO
Christa Gleason

Box Office Manager
Daniel McCabe

Orchestra Personnel/Operations
Manager
Hal Willenborg

Musicologist and Program
Annotator
Jane Vial Jaffe

Orchestra Librarian
Sarah Bonomo

Social Media Coordinator
Charlotte Han

Marketing
Port City Marketing

Website Design
Gabriel Serafini

Accounting
Kemper CPA Group, LLP

*ex-officio
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Grand Theatre Center for the Arts
Information
715 Central Avenue  Tracy, CA 95376
Facility Hours
Monday–Thursday: 8 am–6 pm
Friday: 8 am–5 pm
(Closed alternate Fridays)
We will also be open one (1) hour prior to any
ticketed performance!
The Grand Theatre Center for the Arts is a nonsmoking and drug-free facility. Large bags, balloons,
large bouquets of flowers, and tripods will not be
allowed into the theatre, but may be checked with
front of house staff.
During most events video recording is NOT ALLOWED.
For most events the Don Cosé Arts Café is open,
offering for purchase: Pepsi soft drinks, coffee, iced
tea, water, popcorn and assorted candies.
Select wines and beers are available for purchase
for individuals 21+ with a valid ID at
many weekend events.
Charlene Powers Lange Theatre
Hutchins Street Square
Information
125 Hutchins St.  Lodi, CA 95240
- Everyone must have a ticket. This includes children
and babies even if they are sitting on someone’s lap.
- No food or drink is allowed except for bottled water.
- If concessions are scheduled, they will be available
during intermission.
- Please silence all devices.
- No flash photography.
- No tripods or selfie sticks.
- No flowers or balloons.
- No pets. *Documented service animals are
permitted.
- Please see an usher or House Manager on where to
sit if you have a service animal attending with you.
- Smoking is prohibited on the premises.
- Please arrive on time. Latecomers will be seated at
proper intervals.
- Wheelchair seating is available on the North side
only, rows B, P, and CC.
- No strollers, infant carriers, walkers, or any other
items that may obstruct the walkway. Please park
these items just outside the theater doors.
- In case of fire, walk do NOT run to the nearest exit.
Exit signs are lighted above doors.
- If you need assistance, have a medical emergency,
or have a question, please ask an usher or the House
Manager.

(209) 951-0196
https://stocktonsymphony.org
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Dance Rhythms

Friday | October 7, 2022 | 7:00 pm
Hutchins Street Square, Lodi
Sunday | October 9, 2022 | 2:30 pm
Grand Theatre, Tracy
Stockton Symphony
Peter Jaffe, conductor
Chili Ekman, violin

Béla Bartók
(1881–1945)

Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky
(1840–1893)

Romanian Folk Dances, BB 76
Joc cu bâtă: Allegro moderato—
Brâul: Allegro—
Pe loc: Andante—
Buciumeana: Moderato—
Poargă românească: Allegro—
Mărunţel: L'istesso tempo—
Mărunţel: Allegro vivace
Violin Concerto in D major, op. 35
Allegro moderato
Canzonetta: Andante—
Finale: Allegro vivacissimo
Chili Ekman, violin

intermission
William Grant Still
(1895–1978)

Zoltán Kodály
(1882–1967)

Danzas de Panama
Tamborito: Moderato
Mejorana y Socavon: Allegro moderato—Vivace
Punto: Allegretto con grazia
Cumbia y Congo: Allegro con moto
Dances of Galánta

Concert sponsors: Drs. Thomas and Virginia Chen
Guest artist sponsor: Byron and Christine Alvarez–Alvarez Properties

10 https://stocktonsymphony.org
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Program Notes by Jane Vial Jaffe
Romanian Folk Dances, BB 76
Béla Bartók

Born in Nagyszentmiklós, Hungary (now Sînnicolau
Mare, Romania), March 25, 1881; died in New York,
September 26, 1945
Bartók spent
what he
considered the
happiest years of
his life in the field
collecting folk
music from all
over Hungary and
neighboring
countries. He
discussed three
ways in which
folk music could
be used in art
music, all of
Béla Bartók
which he pursued
at one time or another: 1) transcribing authentic folk
melodies, with little change other than providing
accompaniment or introductory or closing phrases, 2)
inventing material that imitates folk song, and 3)
absorbing the essence of folk melodies in such a way
that the folk idiom becomes an integral part of the
composer’s style. Though Bartók worked in all three
methods, the Romanian Folk Dances fall into his first
category—he used Romanian fiddle tunes from the
Transylvanian districts, adding only accompaniment,
in which he occasionally allowed himself greater
harmonic freedom than in his earlier folk-song
settings. He composed these pieces in 1915 for piano,
transcribing them for small orchestra in 1917.
Of his various pieces based on Romanian folk song,
the Romanian Folk Dances have been performed most
frequently, not only in Bartók’s versions but in many
other transcriptions—Zoltán Székely’s very popular
version for violin and piano, Arthur Willner’s for string
orchestra, Wilke’s for salon orchestra, and Arthur
Levering’s for violin and guitar. The original piano

version contains six brief pieces; for the small
orchestra version Bartók split the final Mărunţel into
two dances.
The following descriptions preface the piano score:
1. Joc cu bâtă—Dance with Sticks—or a game
played with a stick. From Mezoszabad, district
of Maros-Torda, in Transylvania. Merry and
energetic with a gaily syncopated melody.
2. Brâul—Waistband Dance. The word actually
means: a cloth belt worn by men or women.
From Egres, district of Torontal, now a part of
Yugoslavia. Gay and quick in duple measure.
3. Pe loc—Stamping Dance. Translation is: "on
the spot." Undoubtedly a dance in which
participants do not move from a certain
location. From Egres. Rather slow with a steady
step and a melody notable for small intervals.
Like bagpipe music.
4. Buciumeana—Hornpipe Dance—Dance from
Butschum, the district of Torda-Aranyos in
Transylvania. Graceful, in three-quarter
measure with a haunting melody.
5. Poargă românească—Romanian Polka—
Romanian Children’s Dance. Poargă is a game
played by the country children. From Belenyes
district of Bihar on the border between Hungary
and Transylvania. Quick and lively with a
broken-chord melody marked into groups of
three beats, three beats, two beats.
6. Mărunţel—Quick Dance. A fast dance [split
into two for the small orchestra version] using
very small steps and movements. From
Belenyes.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo, 2 clarinets,
two bassoons, 2 horns, and strings

stocktonsymphony.org 10
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Violin Concerto in D major, op. 35
Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky

Born in Kamsko-Votkinsk, Vyatka province, May 7,
1840; died in St. Petersburg, November 6, 1893
Three violinists
played a part in
the creation of
Tchaikovsky’s
Violin Concerto:
Yosif Kotek,
composition pupil
of Tchaikovsky
and initial
connection to his
great patroness
Mme. von Meck
(whom he never
actually met);
Leopold Auer,
Pyotr Il'yich Tchaikovsky
whom
Tchaikovsky met
at Nikolay Rubinstein’s house and for whom
Tchaikovsky wrote the Sérénade mélancolique ; and
Adolf Brodsky, who actually first performed the
Sérénade.
In 1878 Kotek visited Tchaikovsky in Clarens where the
composer was recovering from his disastrous
marriage. Kotek offered advice on the solo violin part
of the Concerto, which Tchaikovsky had begun in
March and completed by the middle of the month.
They played it through for Tchaikovsky’s brother
Modest on April 1, and their dissatisfaction with the
original slow movement led the composer to discard it
and write another. (The discarded movement later
turned up as one of the violin-piano pieces in Souvenir
d’un lieu cher.) Auer was to premiere the work and
thus “took over” the dedication from Kotek, who had
abandoned his plan to learn the work. Yet just as
Rubinstein had rejected the First Piano Concerto, Auer
pronounced the Violin Concerto impossible to play,
which “had the effect,” wrote Tchaikovsky in his diary,
“of casting this unfortunate child of my imagination for
many years to come into the limbo of hopelessly
forgotten things.”
12 https://stocktonsymphony.org

Two years later Tchaikovsky heard from his publisher
Jürgenson that Brodsky had learned it and would play
the premiere in Vienna. The performance on
December 4, 1881, under Hans Richter caused a great
stir, as recorded by many critics. Only two out of ten
had favorable things to say, and the supreme
venerated critic Eduard Hanslick wrote such a nasty
attack that Tchaikovsky never forgave him. Hanslick—
an arch conservative in the days when critics had less
wide-ranging tastes—had just the year before given a
glowing report of Brahms’s new Violin Concerto and
could hardly have been expected to like such a
dissimilar work. Brodsky valiantly continued to
champion the Concerto, and thus Tchaikovsky finally
dedicated it to him, although he had certain problems
with it as well. In Auer’s defense it should be said that
he changed his opinion of the work (again following
Rubinstein’s pattern) and not only played it
everywhere himself but taught it to his many famous
pupils, including Jascha Heifetz.
After the orchestral introduction, the solo violin
introduces the first subject, whose lyrical character
could do as well for a second subject. Nor does the
actual second subject provide great contrast as in the
Classical tradition. There are, however, plenty of
fireworks in the movement, especially in the cadenza,
which in the manner of the Mendelssohn Violin
Concerto creates an elision with the orchestral
recapitulation. After the beautiful second movement,
Canzonetta, with its graceful melodies, the finale
bursts upon us before giving way to its second section
with what Hanslick unfairly described as the “brutal
and wretched jollity of a Russian kermess—we see
wild and vulgar faces, we hear curses, we smell bad
brandy.” The second section, which is more relaxed
compared to the dash of the rest of the movement, still
preserves the atmosphere of rustic festivity with its
simple melody over a drone bass. In this light-spirited
rondo the violinist’s opportunities for display are
dazzling.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, and strings

stocktonsymphony.org 11

Danzas de Panama
William Grant Still

Born in Woodville, Missisippi, May 11, 1895; died in Los
Angeles, December 3, 1978
William Grant Still
interrupted his
education at
Wilberforce College
to play piano in
several jazz bands.
His training at Oberlin
College was
interrupted by World
War I, during which
he played violin in the
Navy, and, though he
returned to Oberlin,
he soon left for New
York to work for W. C.
William Grant Still
Handy’s publishing
company and to play in his band. He also played oboe
in the pit orchestra for the show Shuffle Along, for
which he did most of the orchestrations.
When the show played in Boston, Still began studying
composition with George Chadwick at the New
England Conservatory—a turning point, as it was
Chadwick who inspired him to write specifically
American music. Back in New York, Still worked for
the Black Swan Phonograph Company and dabbled in
avant-garde techniques during studies with Edgard
Varèse. He soon rejected that language, however,
becoming best known for his nationalist works that
employed folk idioms.
Still’s list of “firsts” is impressive: he was the first
African American to have a symphony performed by a
major orchestra—his Afro-American Symphony
(1930), premiered by the Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra on October 29, 1931—and the first African
American to conduct a major orchestra. He was also
the first black composer to have an important opera
company perform one of his operas—Troubled Island
(1941), performed by the New York City Opera on
March 31, 1949.

In the 1930s Still had moved to Los Angeles, where he
composed “serious” music while supplementing his
income doing arrangements for film scores and stage
musicals. His many honors and awards included
several Guggenheim fellowships and honorary
degrees, two of them from the colleges from which he
had dropped out—Wilberforce and Oberlin.
Still composed his Danzas de Panama in 1948 for
string orchestra/string quintet (or string quartet) in
collaboration with violinist/ethnomusicologist/
composer/educator Elisabeth Waldo. The Waldo Latin
American String Quartet gave the premiere on
December 12 that year at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Natural History.
Waldo had studied at the Curtis Institute on the
recommendation of Jascha Heifetz, had joined the first
violins of the Los Angeles Philharmonic for a year, and
then toured Panama, Costa Rica, Colombia, Peru,
Chile, and Cuba as a solo violinist. Back in Los Angeles
she was inspired to create her own compositions
fusing classical and ethnic aesthetics, but, she said,
“At that time I had not developed my own skills of
composition. I turned all of my musical ideas and texts
to Dr. Still.”
As it happens, Waldo was also a scout for Ralph Peer
of Peermusic publishers (formerly Southern Music
Publishing Company), who was cultivating African
American and Latin American composers for his
expanding market. Her collaboration with Still on this
popular work was a win for all—not only did Southern
benefit but she and Still established a 50-50 royalty
agreement.
Waldo no doubt provided the description for the
published score’s preface:
“Music for the native dances of Panama has been
notated so infrequently that it is still unknown to
people outside of the country itself. It was Narciso
Garay who first called the attention of Elisabeth Waldo
to it and she, in turn, interested the American
composer, William Grant Still, in developing it for
concert use. Now Mr. Still has written, on Panamanian
dance themes collected by Miss Waldo, a work which
stocktonsymphony.org 12
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is adaptable to string quartet or string orchestra.
Nothing like it has been done before in the literature
for strings: Mr. Still has further departed from
traditional practices by making an attempt to
approximate the sounds of native instruments, giving
the music an unusually interesting quality.
“There is a distinct unity and a touch of Caribbean
color in the four dances. The first and last [were]
probably brought by the first slaves imported into
Panama, while the second and third are of Spanish
Indian derivation.
“Tamborito: This dance [for women, considered the
national dance of Panama] is performed with
percussive instruments and voice or with strings and
percussion. The drum introduction is repeated at the
end of the dance.
“Mejorana: Usually in the major mode, the mejorana
is improvisatory in style. The instruments used are the
mejoraneras (guitars playing in counterpoint) and the
rabel (three-stringed violin).” [The movement also
incorporates a socavón —a mejorana that is sung
exclusively by men and not danced—after which the
mejorana returns.]
“Punto: This is a graceful dance in six-eight time,
distinguished by the zapateo (shoe-tapping) section
and a pasco (promenade), which occur in the
mejorana as well.
“Cumbia: Most sensuous of all the dances and
completely lacking in European elements. When it is
danced in the streets, the women hold lighted candles
in their upraised hands while the men dance about
them in an abandoned manner.” [The movement also
incorporates a congo, another dance of African
Caribbean origin. Still imitates the characteristic
drums by having the string players tap the back of
their instruments with their knuckles.]
©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for strings
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Dances of Galánta
Zoltán Kodály

Born in Kecskemét, December 16, 1882; died in
Budapest, March 6, 1967
Galánta is a small Hungarian market town
known to travelers between Vienna and
Budapest. The composer passed there seven
years of his childhood. There existed at that
time a Gypsy band which has since
disappeared. Their music was the first
“orchestral sonority” that came to the ear of
the child. . . . About 1800, some books of
Hungarian dances were published in Vienna,
one of which contained music “after several
Gypsies from Galánta.” They have preserved
the old Hungarian tradition. In order to continue
it, the composer took his principal subjects from
these ancient editions.
—Composer’s preface to the score
Kodály dedicated a
major effort, along
with his lifelong
friend Béla Bartók,
to collecting and
preserving
Hungarian folk
tunes by recording
them throughout the
countryside. Many
of these tunes
provided source
material for his own
compositions.
Zoltán Kodály
Kodály distrusted
the accuracy of printed versions of folk tunes,
preferring recordings of actual performances. But in
the present case, the 1804 Viennese publication of
Hungarian dances mentioned in his preface was his
only link to an earlier tradition. It was to this collection
that he turned when asked in 1933 to compose a
dance suite in honor of the eightieth anniversary of the
Budapest Philharmonic, resulting in his Dances of
Galánta.
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The 1804 publication was a collection of verbunkos
music, dances that originated in the second half of the
eighteenth century to accompany the recruitment of
men into the military. The verbunkos typically includes
a slow introduction (lassú ) and a section in a fast
tempo (friss ), with music characterized by the
alternation of slow and fast figures even within a given
tempo, dotted rhythms, syncopations, major-minor
melodies, and wide melodic leaps. The dance steps
likewise consisted of slow figures alternating with fast
and were performed by hussars accompanied by local
or regimental Gypsy bands. The proceedings died out
with conscription in 1849, but the musical form
survived.
Kodály’s Dances of Galánta include many elements of
the verbunkos tradition in addition to the modified
tunes themselves. In general they maintain the

structural order of the lassú and friss although they
are considerably enlarged. The introduction is
permeated with a typical Hungarian dotted rhythm—
long notes alternating with pairs of short notes—
begun by the cellos. The Gypsy qualities (uncommon
melodic steps, syncopations, etc.) are all present.
Kodály strings together the various dance tunes using
the use of recurring material in the manner of a rondo.
The clarinet, a typical instrument in Gypsy bands, is
quite prominent in the work, but curiously the solo
violin, the leader of such a band, is not; eventually the
entire orchestra shares the virtuosity.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd flute doubling piccolo, 2 oboes,
2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani,
orchestra bells, snare drum, triangle, and strings
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Guest Artist
Chili Ekman, violin
Violinist Chili Ekman, age eighteen, recently graduated
from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music PreCollege Division where he studied with Ian Swensen
and Joseph Maile. He began violin studies at age
three and attended the Crowden School from 2012 to
2015. This year Chili is studying at the Juilliard School
toward his Bachelor of Music degree. Chili was one of
the winners of the Junior Bach Festival in 2016, and he
performed the Bach Triple Concerto under conductor
Ben Simon at Herbst Theatre. Chili has participated in
master classes and lessons with the Telegraph
Quartet, Jeff LaDeur, Tanya Tomkins, Eric Zivian,
Robert Lipsett, William van der Sloot, Axel Strauss,
David Finckel, Wu Han, Dimitri Atapine, and Michael
Brown. A member of the San Francisco Symphony
Youth Orchestra from 2018 to 2020, he has also
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Chili Ekman

attended Greenwood Music Camp, Innsbrook Music
Festival, Beijing International Music Festival, and
Music@Menlo.
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Fantastique

Saturday | October 29, 2022 | 7:00 pm
Sunday | October 30, 2022 | 2:30 pm
Atherton Auditorium
Stockton Symphony
Peter Jaffe, conductor
Terrence Wilson, piano

Paul Dukas
(1865–1935)

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

Franz Liszt
(1811–1886)

Totentanz
Terrence Wilson, piano

intermission
Hector Berlioz
(1803–1869)

Symphonie fantastique, op. 14
Rêveries, Passions: Largo—Allegro agitato e
appassionato assai
Un bal: Allegro non troppo
Scène aux champs: Adagio
March au supplice: Allegretto non troppo
Songe d’une nuit de sabbat: Larghetto—Allegro

Concert sponsors: Daniel and Lynne Terry
Karen Hall in memory of Michael Hall
Guest artist sponsors: Honorable Ann M. Chargin
Earl Taylor, M.D., and Ms. Etoile Holmes
Piano tuning by Weiner Piano Service
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Program Notes by Jane Vial Jaffe
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice
Paul Dukas

Born in Paris, October 1, 1865; died in Paris, May 17,
1935
Paul Dukas took his
inspiration for this
marvelously descriptive
work from the ballad Der
Zauberlehrling (The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice) by
the great German writer
Johann Wolfgang von
Paul Dukas
Goethe; lest there be any
doubt, Dukas published all fourteen stanzas of the
ballad in the score. The story of an apprentice getting
into “deep water” while the sorcerer is away was not
new with Goethe. Luciano of Samosata told the story in
the second century in Greek, titled The Lie-Fancier, or
The Skeptic. Luciano’s dialogue was a witty attack on
the most respected philosophers of his time. Goethe
not only substituted a broom for the pestle of a wooden
mortar and an unnamed magician for Pancrates, but he
exchanged a broader kind of humor for the devastating
satire.
The “symphonic scherzo,” as Dukas categorized the
work, follows the story precisely. Although he never
published a program, the composer did make notations
in the manuscript identifying three principal themes.
The mysterious opening measures of the introduction
depict the magic spell. He called attention to the fact
that the first part (eerie violin progression) remains
unchanged, whereas the second part develops into the
main theme of the scherzo proper. The second
principal theme, the “scampering” woodwinds,
represents the apprentice, and the third—mutedtrumpet and stopped-horn fanfare—portrays the
“Evocation.” “This summons by the brass
instruments,” wrote Dukas, “mixes with different
combinations of the two principal themes. When it
appears magnified in the postlude, it expresses the
idea of mastery, bringing back the calm tempo of the
introduction.”
The mysterious introduction ends dramatically with a
solo timpani stroke followed by an expectant silence.
18 https://stocktonsymphony.org

The scherzo proper begins with the bassoon section
jauntily depicting the broom coming to life, awkwardly
at first, then gathering momentum. A great climax
indicates the blow of the ax, when the apprentice tries
to stop the broom but only succeeds in doubling it and
its water-carrying capacity. The signal that the
sorcerer has returned is given by the sustained brass
instruments, followed by the opening eerie music, now
suggesting a receding—or evaporation—of the spell.
Dukas wrote The Sorcerer’s Apprentice early in 1897,
and it was first performed on May 18 of that year at a
concert of the Société Nationale in Paris. Most
commentators consider the work Dukas’s masterpiece
because of its wonderful illustration of the story, its
skillful and concise construction, and its brilliant
orchestration. Walt Disney’s use of the piece for an
animated Mickey Mouse sequence in the movie
Fantasia brought The Sorcerer’s Apprentice incredible
popularity. Horn players may keep the composer’s
memory alive with Villanelle and brass ensembles with
the Fanfare from La Péri, but it is The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice that has saved Dukas from obscurity.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bass
clarinet, 3 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 horns,
2 trumpets, 2 cornets, 3 trombones, timpani,
glockenspiel, suspended cymbal, triangle, cymbals,
bass drum, harp, and strings

Totentanz
Franz Liszt

Born in Raiding, near Sopran, Hungary, October 22,
1811; died in Bayreuth, July 31, 1886
Sometime in the 1830s Liszt was
seized by the idea of writing a
paraphrase on the Dies irae (Day
of wrath) from the Roman Catholic
Requiem Mass. As a Catholic, he
had been familiar with the
Gregorian plainchant since
childhood, and since 1830 he had
been energized by Berlioz’s use of
the melody in his Symphonie
fantastique. Liszt was known to
rouse the wrath of his neighbors
Franz Liszt
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during this period by improvising piano variations on
the Dies irae in the wee hours.
Then in 1839 he mentioned his desire to write a work
based on Hans Holbein’s Der Totentanz (Dance of
Death)—a series of some forty woodcut prints that
depicted Death as he claimed people from all
backgrounds and social classes in a great variety of
ways. At the same time, he noted the macabre fresco
at the Campo Santo in Pisa called Triumph of Death,
formerly attributed to Orcagna, which in response to
the plague of the fourteenth century showed bodies of
the dead surrounded by figures of death, angels, and
devils.

concluding coda to dazzle the audience. Here the Dies
irae returns in full force.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2
bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, and strings
Symphonie fantastique, op. 14
Hector Berlioz

Born in La Côte-St.-André, Isère, December 11, 1803;
died in Paris, March 8, 1869

Berlioz’s inspiration for
the Symphonie fantastique
was his great love for Irish
actress Harriet Smithson,
a member of an English
acting group that
performed Shakespeare’s
plays in Paris in 1827.
Though they had not yet
met, he became obsessed
by her, constantly seeking
ways to approach her. The
Hector Berlioz, portrait by Émile Symphonie expresses the
The reputation of Totentanz became tarnished by
Liszt’s “authorized” biography, which claimed that the Signol, 1832
tumult of emotions she
entire work, instead of just one part that Liszt had noted aroused in him, including the apparent souring of his
to his biographer, was related to the macabre Pisa
passion in 1830, the year of its composition. They
fresco. Liszt’s work would have attracted much more
eventually met in 1832 and married after a stormy
serious attention had everyone made more of the
courtship—a would-be happy ending to the story, but
Holbein inspiration, as commentators did when the
they were miserable within a few years and separated
Totentanz first appeared. The case for the Holbein
formally in 1844.
inspiration seems much more preferable in that his
series of prints can be viewed as a set of variations on Berlioz was almost as obsessed with outlining his
“Episode in the Life of an Artist” (the Symphonie ’s
a theme, just as Liszt’s work constitutes a set of
variations—actually a double set of variations.
subtitle) in prose as he was with Harriet Smithson. He
wrote many versions of the story behind the work,
Following a pounding introduction and a series of
some in letters, but several as formal programs to be
brilliant improvisatory “warm-ups” for the piano soloist, distributed to audiences or with the score. They differ
Liszt offers five variations on the Dies irae theme. The in certain details of order, but in essence they describe
last of these shows his freest approach to the theme,
a young musician who falls desperately in love and
which is treated to extensive elaboration. A brilliant
passes from a state of melancholy reverie to frenzied
cadenza separates this first set of variations from the
passion (first movement). He then encounters his
beloved “in the midst of the tumult of a brilliant party”
second set. A new heroic but related theme receives
seven variations, capped and reconnected with the
(second movement) and considers his passion calmly
opening set by a long cadenza that incorporates the
in the country (third movement). Before the events of
Dies irae. Liszt wouldn’t be Liszt without a brilliant
the fourth movement—or before the entire work
begins, depending on which version one reads—the
It was not until 1848, however, that Liszt began writing
his Totentanz in earnest. Orchestrated by the following
year, the piece lay dormant until the composer revised
it in 1853, and even then it might have gathered dust
had not the great German pianist and conductor Hans
von Bülow urged him to publish it. With the finishing
touches added in 1864, the work appeared in print in
1865, dedicated to Bülow, who gave the first
performance on April 15, 1865, in The Hague,
conducted by Johannes Verhulst.
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artist poisons himself with a dose of opium too weak to
be fatal but potent enough to send him into deep
slumber, accompanied by the strangest visions. He
dreams that he has killed his beloved, is condemned to
death and led to the scaffold (fourth movement), and he
meets his love at the witches’ sabbath (fifth
movement).

Witches’ Sabbath—a multisectional, quasi-sonata form
movement, complete with a colossal fugue—which
becomes the focal point of the work. The dramatic,
innovative Symphonie fantastique created a furor, first
apparent during the preparation for a performance that
never materialized. Berlioz wanted a 220-member
orchestra but had to settle for 130, eighty of whom he
recruited himself. His account in his Memoirs of the
When the work was finally published in 1846 Berlioz
pandemonium at the rehearsal makes wonderful
had decided that the absolute qualities of the music
reading. The historic first performance on December 5,
could stand on their own, for he wrote in the preface,
1830, set off more explosions and many critics took pen
“If the Symphony alone is performed [without its
in hand to fuel the fire. One of the most perceptive
seldom-performed choral and orchestral sequel Lélio
essays was written by Robert Schumann, who went to
(1831–32)] . . . if necessary, one can even dispense with some length to obtain a copy of the music to study,
distributing the program, keeping only the titles of the
after reading both François Fétis’s attack on it and
five movements. The Symphony by itself (the author
violinist Heinrich Panofka’s glowing account.
hopes) can afford musical interest independent of any
dramatic purpose.”
Everyone who attended the first performance of the
Symphonie fantastique was surely struck by Berlioz’s
Berlioz described the melodic image that pursues the
great originality; his music sounded like no other.
artist in all five movements of the work as an idée fixe, Listening to the work nearly two centuries later it is
a term at that time associated not with music but with hard to remember that Beethoven had died only three
the psychiatric branch of the medical profession.
years before. What must have impressed the listener,
Berlioz first conceived his musical idée fixe long before aside from unorthodox harmonic procedures, was the
collective sound of the orchestra. Not only did Berlioz
encountering Harriet Smithson; he was only twelve
years old and obsessed by Estelle, an older girl. He
single out certain instruments for dramatic roles (the
reused the theme in his cantata Herminie in 1828 and
English horn solo at the beginning of the Country Scene
clearly considered it a love theme. This musical idea is must surely have had an effect on Wagner’s Tristan ),
remarkable for its length and unpredictability of
but he treated the entire orchestra as one virtuoso
intervals, rhythm, and phrasing. Another important
instrument. The Berlioz sound has been in the ears of
borrowed theme, the Dies irae from the Gregorian
composers ever since. “It is through this work,” wrote
Requiem Mass, makes its appearance in the last
noted historian and Berlioz scholar Jacques Barzun,
movement and becomes ingeniously combined with the “that he first became known, and from it one can date
idée fixe.
his unremitting influence on nineteenth-century
composers.”
Amid all the novel features of the Symphonie
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
fantastique, one can still trace the forms of the
customary symphonic pattern, at least up until the last Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo, 2 oboes, 2nd
two movements. The Reveries and Passions
doubling English horn, 2 clarinets, 1st doubling E-flat
correspond to a slow introduction and sonata-allegro
clarinet, 4 bassoons, 4 horns, 4 trumpets (2 trumpets, 2
first movement, the Ball might be considered the
cornets), 3 trombones, 2 tubas, 4 timpani (2 of 4 players
scherzo, and the Scene in the Country the slow
doubling percussion), bass drum, cymbals, suspended
movement. The correspondence then breaks down
cymbals, snare drum, 2 low chimes, 2 harps, and
with the March to the Scaffold and the Dream of a
strings
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Guest Artist

appointed to the piano faculty at Bard College
Conservatory of Music.

Terrence Wilson, piano

The previous season Mr. Wilson returned as soloist
with the Alabama and Nashville Symphony Orchestras,
Acclaimed by the Baltimore Sun as “one of the biggest made his debut
pianistic talents to have emerged in this country in the with the
last 25 years,” Terrence Wilson has appeared as
Roanoke
soloist with the symphony orchestras of Atlanta,
Symphony, and
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Dallas, Detroit, Houston,
returned to the
Washington, D.C. (National Symphony), San Francisco, Boulder
and St. Louis; the orchestras of Cleveland, Minnesota, Philharmonic.
and Philadelphia; and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. He also played
Abroad he has played concertos with such ensembles the Brahms F
as the Lausanne Chamber Orchestra in Switzerland,
minor Piano
the Malaysian Philharmonic, the Royal Scottish
Quintet witht e
National Orchestra, and the Orquestra Sinfonica do
Escher String
Estado de Minas Gerais in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. He
Quartet for
has toured with orchestras in the U.S. and abroad,
Chamber Music
including a tour of the U.S. with the Sofia Festival
Detroit and
Orchestra (Bulgaria) and in Europe with the Baltimore appeared at the
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Yuri Temirkanov.
Chamber Music
Terrence Wilson
J. Henry Fair photo
Society of
Terrence Wilson made his New York City recital debut Lincoln Center
at the 92nd Street Y and his Washington, D.C., recital
performing music by Julius Eastman and Clarence
debut at the Kennedy Center. In Europe he has given
Barlow. His performance of Mozart’s Piano Concerto
recitals at the Verbier Festival in Switzerland, the
No. 21, K. 467, with the New Jersey Symphony is
Louvre in Paris, and countless other major venues. In
available on YouTube.
the U.S. he has given recitals at Lincoln Center’s Alice
Tully Hall and Avery Fisher Halls, the Ravinia Festival,
Terrence Wilson has received numerous awards and
the Caramoor Festival, San Francisco’s Herbst Theatre, prizes, including the SONY ES Award for Musical
and for the La Jolla Chamber Music Society. An avid
Excellence, an Avery Fisher Career Grant, and the
chamber musician, he performs regularly with Ritz
Juilliard Petschek Award. He has also been featured
Chamber Players. He has also appeared at the Blossom on several radio and television broadcasts, including
Festival, Tanglewood, Wolf Trap, with the San
NPR’s Performance Today, WQXR radio in New York,
Francisco Symphony at Stern Grove Park, and with the and programs on the Bravo and Arts & Entertainment
Grant Park Symphony Orchestra on July 4, 2015, before networks, public television, and late-night network
an audience of over fifteen thousand.
television. In 2011 Mr. Wilson was nominated for a
Grammy Award for his world-premiere recording with
In addition to Mr. Wilson’s engagments as soloist with the Nashville Symphony of Michael Daugherty’s Deus
orchestra in the 2022–23 season, he also performs
ex Machina with the Nashville Symphony—written for
recitals in Boston and Kansas City. In the summer of
him in 2007.
2022, he appeared with the Aspen Chamber Symphony,
returned for chamber music performances at the St.
Terrence Wilson is a graduate of the Juilliard School,
Augustine Music Festival, and made his debut on the
where he studied with Yoheved Kaplinsky. He has also
Maverick Concert Series in Woodstock, New York. He enjoyed the invaluable mentorship of the Romanian
also taught at the Brevard Music Center and
pianist and teacher Zitta Zohar. A native of the Bronx,
Tanglewood Institute. In March 2021, Wilson was
he resides in Montclair, New Jersey.
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Made in America: Salute to American Composers
Sunday | November 13, 2022 | 2:30 pm
Atherton Auditorium

Stockton Symphony
Peter Jaffe, conductor
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen, alto saxophone

Robert Lowden Armed Forces Salute
(1920–1998)
George Gershwin/ Porgy and Bess, Selection for Orchestra
Robert Russell Bennett
(1898–1937/1894–1981)
John Williams Escapades from Catch Me If You Can
Closing In
(b. 1932)
Reflections
Joy Ride
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen, alto saxophone

intermission
Amy Marcy Cheney Beach Symphony in E minor, op. 32, “Gaelic”
(1867–1944)
Allegro con fuoco
Alla Siciliana—Allegro vivace
Lento con molto espressione
Allegro di molto

Concert sponsors: Nancy Schneider and David Snyder in memory of their parents Paul and Irene Snyder
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Program Notes by Jane Vial Jaffe
Armed Forces Salute
Robert Lowden

Born in Camden, New Jersey, July 23, 1920; died in
Medford, New Jersey, October 30, 1998
Composer, music
educator, conductor,
arranger, and
trombonist Robert
Lowden played in the
Camden High School
band and orchestra
before studying music at
the College of South
Jersey. His studies were
interrupted by World
War II, during which he
served as a trombonist
Robert Lowden
and arranger for the
322nd Army Band at Fort Dix. After the war he
resumed his studies at Temple University in
Philadelphia though he was largely self-taught as an
arranger. He taught in the public schools in Camden,
New Jersey, and served as an arranger for Johnny
Austin, Oscar Dumont, and Claude Thornhill. From 1958
to 1968 Lowden arranged for the 101 Strings
Orchestra, receiving credit on their more than 150
popular music and easy-listening albums.
One of the best-known arrangers for big bands, jazz
ensembles, and pops orchestras, Lowden also
arranged for college and high school ensembles and
was in demand as an adjudicator and clinician at
festivals and schools. He also composed over 400
advertising jingles, of which the most famous was
probably the Melrose Diner jingle “Everybody who
knows goes to the Melrose.” In his last years he also
worked as an arranger for the Pennsy Pops Orchestra
(Norristown, Pennsylvania) and for the Ocean City
Pops (Ocean City, New Jersey).
One of Lowden’s most often played arrangements is
his stirring tribute to the five principal branches of the
United States Armed Forces, which is played for

Veteran’s Day concerts and other patriotic events
across the country. Lowden begins with snippets of
“America the Beautiful,” “Dixie,” and “Yankee
Doodle” to introduce the first of his armed forces
songs, the U.S. Army’s “The Caisson Song” (words
and music by Edmond L. Gruber, later revised by H. W.
Arberg as “The Army Goes Rolling Along”).
A bit of “Columbia Gem of the Ocean” brings on the
U.S. Coast Guard’s “Semper paratus” (Frances S. van
Boskerck)—slow at first, then in march time—
followed by the “The Marines’ Hymn: From the Halls of
Montezuma” (words: anonymous, some attributed
variously to Henry C. Davis, Charles Doyen, and L. Z.
Phillips; music based on a melody from Jacques
Offenbach’s comic opera Geneviève de Brabant ).
Lowden inserts a fragment of “When Johnny Comes
Marching Home” to lead into “The U.S. Air Force (The
Wild Blue Yonder)” (words and music by Robert
Crawford).
Fragments of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” bring
on the U.S. Navy’s “Anchors Aweigh” (music by
Charles A. Zimmerman; words by Alfred Hart Miles,
additional verse by Royal Lovell, revision by George D.
Lottman). At the end Lowden cleverly inserts a bit of
the “Sailor’s Hornpipe” before the closing phrase from
“America the Beautiful” brings the Armed Forces
Salute full circle.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, oboe, 2 clarinets, bass
clarinet, bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
tuba, timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals,
chimes, bells (glockenspiel), piano, and strings

Porgy and Bess, Selection for Orchestra
George Gershwin/Robert Russell Bennett

Born in Brooklyn, New York, September 26, 1898; died
in Hollywood, California, July 11, 1937/
Born in Kansas City, Missouri, June 15, 1894; died in
New York, August 18, 1981
Immediately upon reading DuBose Heyward’s novel
Porgy in 1926, George Gershwin wanted to transform
it into an opera. It took seven years, however, for
stocktonsymphony.org 22
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Gershwin and
Heyward to begin
work on it—they were
joined by George’s
brother Ira as colyricist—and two
more before it
reached the stage.
George spent several
weeks with Heyward
on Folly Island, near
Charleston, to absorb
the rhythmic language
and singing of South Carolina black culture. Porgy and
Bess, billed as an “American folk opera,” deals with
the harsh realities of life in the “Catfish Row”
tenement—crap games, murder, drugs—and the love
that grows between Porgy, a disabled beggar, and
Bess, abused by her man Crown.
The premiere took place in Boston on September 30,
1935, and, after revisions, opened with the same
company in New York on October 10. Despite the
audience’s enthusiasm, several critics judged it
harshly for its “halfway” stance between opera and
musical. Porgy and Bess later achieved international
success, but unfortunately Gershwin did not live to
witness it.
Suites from the opera for various ensemble
combinations have proliferated, among them two by
Robert Russell Bennett, who is best known as the
orchestrator for some of the repertoire’s most famous
musicals by such illustrious composers as Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers—
and George Gershwin. In 1942 Fritz Reiner heard a
revival of Gershwin’s opera Porgy and Bess and,
unaware that Gershwin himself had made an
orchestral suite, asked Bennett, who had been a good
friend of Gershwin, to make such an arrangement.
When Gershwin’s own suite surfaced many years
later, his brother Ira titled it Catfish Row to distinguish
it from Bennett’s by-then-famous suite.
Reiner specifically wanted a piece that would fit on
three 78 rpm records (six sides at four minutes per
side), which dictated the twenty-four-minute length.
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That arrangement, entitled Porgy and Bess: A
Symphonic Picture, premiered on February 5, 1943,
with Reiner conducting the Pittsburgh Symphony.
Many orchestras, though, wanted a shorter version, so
Bennett obliged in 1961 with the present Porgy and
Bess, Selection for Orchestra, which accomplishes
the amazing feat of presenting ten of the opera’s
famous vocal numbers—tied together with various
motives from elsewhere in the score—in less the half
the time of the earlier suite.
Bennett’s great skills as an orchestrator and his
affection for Gershwin and his music show to great
advantage in this work. The four chords that “herald
the day” at the opening of Act II, Scene 3, set the
mood for the collage of excerpts, which appear in a
different order from the opera though basically close
to the 1942 arrangement. Bennett’s first substantial
selection, “Clara, Clara, Don’t You Be Downhearted,”
originated in Act III’s chorus of women mourning
those who died in the previous night’s storm. It leads
directly into “A Woman Is a Sometime Thing,” which
Clara’s husband Jake sings in Act I as he volunteers to
put their baby to sleep but which turns out to be more
his musings on romance rather than a real lullaby.
Next comes Clara’s lullaby, “Summertime,” which
actually precedes Jake’s in the opening scene. Its
sultry lyricism has made it the opera’s most famous
number. Bennett juxtaposes this with Porgy’s jaunty “I
Got Plenty o’ Nuttin’,” which he sings in Act II, happy
that Bess now lives with him and in direct contrast
with Jake’s more serious attitude about making ends
meet. A melancholy cello solo brings on Porgy and
Bess’s heartfelt love duet “Bess, You Is My Woman
Now,” sung just before the church picnic on Kittiwah
Island, which Bess attends only reluctantly since the
disabled Porgy can’t go. The ensuing chorus “Oh, I
Can’t Sit Down” reflects the high spirits of the
picknickers about to board the boat.
The bluesy, syncopated “There’s a Boat Dat’s Leavin’
Soon for New York” follows, sung in Act III by drug
dealer Sportin’ Life to entice Bess to New York after
she’s been tricked into thinking Porgy will be jailed for
a long time for the murder of Crown. Backing up to the
church picnic scene, we next hear Sportin’ Life’s witty
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“sermon” on skepticism, the popular “It Ain’t
Necessarily So.” Bennett’s last substantial selection,
the exuberant “Oh Lawd, I’m on My Way,” comes from
the end of the opera, when, only a week after Bess
has left for New York, Porgy gets out of jail and sets
out to follow her. Bennett cleverly superimposes
fragments of other songs and fittingly concludes with
a grandiose return to their love theme, “Bess, You Is
My Woman Now.”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo, 2 oboes, 2nd
doubling English horn, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet,
bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, harp,
timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, suspended
cymbal, and strings

Escapades

John Williams

Born in New York, February 8, 1932
The music of John
Williams is more
widely known than
that of any other film
composer—period.
His scores for the
Star Wars movies,
the Indiana Jones
series, Superman,

Close Encounters of
the Third Kind, E.T.,
John Williams
Jaws, Jurassic Park,
the Harry Potter series, Schindler’s List, Saving
Private Ryan, and myriad television shows such as
Lost in Space and four different Olympics have made
his name recognized in households throughout the
world. Williams’s credits include over one hundred
feature films, a mind-boggling achievement, to which
he has more recently added the music for Star Wars:
Episode VIII, directed by Rian Johnson, and
Spielberg’s The Papers.
John Williams has almost singlehandedly shaped the
movie and television music of the past four decades,
recognized in the industry by five Academy Awards

(nominations for fifty, second only to Walt Disney),
twenty-two Grammys, four Golden Globes, three
Emmys, seven awards from the British Academy of
Film and Television Arts, several gold and platinum
records, and many honorary degrees and other
awards, among them Kennedy Center Honors in 2004
and the American Film Institute’s Life Achievement
Award in June 2016.
Alongside his monumental contribution to film and
television music, Williams has also penned substantial
output for the concert hall—sixteen concertos (the
latest, Markings, premiered by Anne-Sophie Mutter
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra in July 2017),
many fanfares, a piano sonata, and several chamber
works. He also served as the conductor of the
celebrated Boston Pops for thirteen years (1980–93)
and has guest-conducted many of the world’s major
orchestras.
Williams made his European conducting debut in
2020—with the Vienna Philharmonic, no less! The
album from those concerts became 2020’s best-selling
orchestral album, and the orchestra commissioned
him to write a piece to replace Richard Strauss’s 1924
fanfare at the annual Philharmonikerball. His second
European engagement, with the Berlin Philharmonic,
took place in 2021, and he returned to conduct the
Vienna Philharmonic the following year in celebration
of his 90th birthday and was also royally honored at
Tanglewood.

Escapades originated in Williams’s nineteenth
collaboration with Spielberg, Catch Me if You Can
(2002). The story revolves around Frank W. Abignole, a
con man who already at the age of twenty-one had
passed himself off as an airline pilot, a surgeon, and a
lawyer, and had stolen millions by forging checks.
Williams features the alto saxophone in three sections
that form a kind of mini concerto. The first, Closing In,
based on the film’s main theme, draws on cool jazz as
the FBI pursues Abignole, and the second, Reflections
(Father’s Theme), with its poignant introspection,
stems from the point in the movie when Abignole’s
family life begins to crumble. The energetic final
movement, Joy Ride (The Float), accompanies the
extended scene where the quick-witted Abignole,
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after his unsuccessful attempt to pass off checks,
seizes his opportunity to pose as a Pan Am pilot,
enabling him to cash payroll checks and actually fly as
an assistant pilot.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 3 flutes, 3rd doubling piccolo, 2 oboes, 2nd
doubling English horn, 2 clarinets, 2nd doubling E-flat
clarinet, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 2nd doubling
contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, vibraphone, glockenspiel, marimba, chimes,
xylophone, suspended cymbal, bass drum, bell tree,
sleigh bells, triangle, chimes, tambourine, harp,
piano/celesta, and strings

Symphony in E minor, op. 32, “Gaelic”
Amy Marcy Cheney Beach

Born in Henniker, New Hampshire, September 5, 1867;
died in New York, December 27, 1944
Amy Marcy Cheney
Beach (born Amy
Marcy Cheney, listed
on programs after her
marriage as H.H.A.
Beach, and now often
referred to as Amy
Cheney Beach) was a
member of a group of
composers referred to
as the “Boston
Classicists” or
“Second New England
Amy Marcy Cheney Beach
School,” which
ecstatically embraced the European Classic-Romantic
tradition. The late nineteenth/early twentieth-century
group included John Knowles Paine, Arthur Foote,
George Chadwick, Arthur Whiting, Horatio Parker, and
Daniel Gregory Mason. Her style, based on traditional
forms, is marked by the rich chromaticism, frequent
modulation, intensity, and lyricism associated with late
Romanticism.
As a professional musician, Beach combined the
career of a composer, whose compositions were
almost all published and frequently performed, with
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that of a piano virtuoso. She was the only child of
parents from politically and culturally distinguished
New England families. She was a precocious child
who at the age of one could sing forty songs always in
the same key she had first heard them; before the age
of two could improvise alto lines against her mother’s
soprano melodies; taught herself to read at age three;
and at four played hymns by ear in correct four-part
harmony and composed her first pieces.
Amy began performing publicly at age seven and,
when the family moved to Boston the following year,
she began piano study with Ernst Perabo (Bostonborn, Leipzig-trained) and later Karl Bärmann, former
student of Liszt. Her successful debut with orchestra
in 1883 led to a highly acclaimed performance with the
Boston Symphony in 1885; she was just seventeen.
That year she married widower Henry Harris Aubrey
Beach, a socially prominent physician and lecturer at
the Harvard Medical School who was slightly older
than her father. She curtailed her performing at his
request and concentrated on composition.
Beach’s training as a composer, she stated, was
“completely unorthodox.” It consisted mainly of
digesting countless theoretical treatises in numerous
languages and copying out works by Bach and
Beethoven from memory. Her husband, who at one
time considered a musical career, offered critical
advice. Beach said later that “my husband refused to
allow me to study formally, which in my earlier years I
sometimes wanted to do, in the belief that such
instruction would rob my work of its freedom and
originality.” Nevertheless, most of her major works—a
symphony, a Mass, a violin sonata, a piano concerto,
choral works, a piano quintet, many songs including
her most famous “The Year’s at the Spring” and “Ah
Love, but a Day,” and piano works—were written
during her twenty-five-year marriage.
After her husband’s death in 1910 she rekindled her
performing career, beginning with a four-year sojourn
in Europe where she often presented her own music.
From 1914 she lived in New York City, performing
during “the season,” and spending summers in New
England composing. Although she achieved success
both as a performer and composer, she was in many
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ways a victim of her family’s and society’s values.
Marriage and social position were considered more
important than her career. Critics of her compositions
were almost always guilty of gender bias—melodic
gifts, grace, and tenderness were condescendingly
approved, efforts “to be masculine” were put down. It
is to the credit of her independent spirit that she
accomplished as much as she did, becoming a symbol
of feminine achievement.
Beach’s Gaelic Symphony, the first symphony
composed by an American woman, was completed in
1896 and first performed by the Boston Symphony,
conducted by Emil Paur, on October 30. Received with
exceptional enthusiasm and critical acclaim, it
became the most widely performed symphony by any
American of her generation.
Beach called it the “Gaelic” Symphony because it
reflected her fascination with old Irish melodies.
Dvořák had stated just before the 1893 premiere of his
New World Symphony in New York that future
American music should be based on Black spirituals
and American Indian songs and dances. Beach said
rather that: “We of the North should be more likely to
be influenced by old English, Scotch, or Irish songs,
inherited with our literature from our ancestors.” In
turning to a collection of old Irish tunes she found that
“their simple, rugged, and unpretentious beauty led
me to . . . try to develop their ideas in symphonic form.
The work was so fascinating that I decided to
systematize it seriously, and the ‘Gaelic’ Symphony is
the result. Most of the themes are actual quotations
from this collection of folk music and those which are
original I have tried to keep in the same idiom and
spirit.”
It is curious that in an extremely long and detailed
analysis of the Symphony, written for biographer
Walter Jenkins, Beach named none of the Irish tunes
and made only two passing references to themes of
“folk-song character.” Instead she offered a blow-by
blow description dealing with aspects of form, tempo,
melody, instrumentation, harmony, articulation, and
dynamics. The focus of the description emphasizes the
importance of traditional form for the work.

The first movement indeed follows a sonata-form
outline, apart from what Beach calls a “free fantasia”
rather than a development section. The closing theme
of the exposition (oboe), just before the “fantasia,” is
one that she singled out as having Gaelic character.
Other commentators have noted her reliance in this
movement on one of her own songs, “Dark is the
Night,” for motivic material and mood. A passage
close to the end of the movement, related to material
in the exposition, will reappear in the finale.
In the second movement a “siciliana”—traditionally a
slow, pastoral piece in lilting compound meter,
characterized by a dotted rhythmic figure—frames
what Beach called “a short free prelude” in a fast
tempo. The fast section contains a variation of the
siciliana theme, which is developed and subjected to
numerous modulations.
The slow movement, in which solo violin plays a
prominent role, is based on two Irish tunes—the
lullaby “Paisdin fuinne” (The lively child) of limited
range, circling around its beginning note, and the
ascending, mournful “Cia an bealach a deachaidh si”
(Which way did she go.”) Beach said these represent
“the laments of a primitive people, their romance and
their dreams.” In the detailed description, however,
she does not name the tunes, and emphasizes the
architecture of the movement, in which the “folk-song
character of the melody” only becomes clearly
apparent when the strings play it as softly as possible
before the “long working-out” section.
The sonata-form finale begins with the theme from
near the close of the first movement. Again Beach
calls the development a free fantasia, remarking that it
is “comparatively short, owing to the extensive
development of the themes when first presented.” The
Symphony ends triumphantly in the key of E, the
parallel major, “with fanfares of trumpets and
trombones, surrounded by rapid fortissimo figures in
the strings and full chords in the winds.”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn, 2
clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2
trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, triangle, and
strings
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Guest Artist
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen, saxophone
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen’s performances as soloist
and chamber musician have been considered “adroit”
(ModernJazz.gr), “impressive,” (Schenectady Daily
Gazette), and “fun to watch” (Oregon Arts Watch ).
From a musical family in Philadelphia, Jonathan’s early
training was as a concert violinist, Irish fiddler, and
classical singer. He picked up the saxophone at age
twelve and continuing his classical training while
studying the foundations of jazz. His early
performances included a debut at Philadelphia’s
Kimmel Center at age seventeen performing
Glazunov’s Saxophone Concerto. At twenty-one he
performed Luciano Berio’s Chemins IV and Roger
Boutry’s Divertimento with the Philadelphia Classical
Symphony.
Jonathan’s concerto engagements have also featured
him with the Adrian Symphony Orchestra (Michigan)
and the Sequoia Symphony Orchestra (California), as
well as with the University of Michigan Symphony
Orchestra, Symphony Band, and Concert Choir. Those
performances have included Kenneth Fuchs’s Rush
and John Williams’s classical-jazz crossover concerto
Escapades among others. In 2017 he premiered
Guggenheim-winning-composer Felipe Salles’s double
concerto Sagrada familia with Dutch saxophone
virtuoso Arno Bornkamp. Jonathan’s world-premiere
recording of Stacy Garrop’s Quicksilver with the
UMass Amherst Wind Ensemble was released in 2020.
A laureate of the Classics Alive Competition and North
American Saxophone Alliance Solo Competition,
Jonathan was twice a finalist in the Astral Artists
Competition. In 2017 he toured with Echoes of
American Jazz, a program of classical works by jazz
composers David Liebman, David Amram, Stephen
Rush, and Jackson Berkey, which he also presented at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. He built upon this
repertoire for the following year’s tour through six
commissions that connect classical aesthetics with
jazz and folk. Notable among this repertoire are the
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jazz-influenced duet I Choose You by Rudesh
Mahanthappa (seven-time Alto Saxophonist of the
Year in DownBeat magazine’s International Critics’
Poll) and Annika Socolofsky’s Norwegian-folkinfluenced Rise
for alto
saxophone and
bowed piano.
Innova
Recordings
released his
album of this
repertoire in 2021.
A vibrant
chamber
musician,
Jonathan has
performed at
Chamber Music
Northwest and at
Carnegie Hall in
Jonathan Hulting-Cohen
the 21st Century
Ensemble. He is cofounder of The Moanin’ Frogs, an
internationally recognized saxophone sextet
performing entertaining arrangements of
masterpieces and new commissions. The group
earned notoriety as winner of the Senior Winds
Division at the 2018 M-Prize Competition. The Admiral
Launch Duo, cofounded by Jonathan and harpist
Jennifer Ellis, has commissioned and premiered ten
new works nationwide and released its debut album,
Launch, on Albany Records in 2018. Jonathan
recorded the saxophone quartets of Emily Koh with the
New Thread Quartet in 2020 and joined the group in
2022.
Jonathan trained at the University of Michigan under
Donald Sinta. He is associate professor of saxophone
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst,
codirector of the New England Saxophone Festival
and Competition, and cochair of the North American
Saxophone Alliance (NASA) Committee on Gender
Equity. He endorses Conn-Selmer, D’Addario
Woodwinds, and Silverstein products.
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Common Forms in Music
A-B-A or Ternary form
Composition or movement in
three sections. The outer sections are identical or
closely related, framing a contrasting middle
section (A-B-A). Also called song form.
Fugue Composition or section that develops a
musical idea (subject) in staggered entries
(contrapuntal imitation). Think an elaborate round
of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.”
Minuet Elegant eighteenth-century dance in 3/4
time (meter) with a contrasting middle dance or
section called a trio, followed by a return to the
first section. Often used as the third movement in
an eighteenth-century (Classical era) symphony.

(development), and revisited (recapitulation).
The form is often preceded by an introduction
and followed by further musical comment (coda).
Basic harmonic structure: home key (tonic),
excursions to other keys, home key.
Ternary form See A-B-A form.
Theme and variations A self-contained musical
unit (theme), followed by a series of modifications
(variations) of the original material.

—©Jane Vial Jaffe

Rondo A form using recurring refrains alternating
with contrasting episodes. Often structured as
A-B-A-C-A or A-B-A-C-A-B-A. Frequently used
for last movements.

Be a Stockton Symphony
Pass Holder!

Scherzo (Literally “joke” in Italian) 1) Movement
or piece in a light style. 2) A fast movement of a
symphony, sonata, or quartet—sometimes light
with rhythmic playfulness, other times fierce or
dark. Like a minuet, a scherzo has a contrasting
middle section called a trio, followed by a return
to the opening section. It eventually replaced the
minuet in nineteenth-century works.

Passes allow you to pick the time, day,
and concert for any concert during.
the 2022–23 season. They allow you
to save compared to the price of
individual tickets. Pass Packages are
available in varied amounts according
to the Seating Chart
at stocktonsymphony.org.
Passes are good for the best seat
available through June 2023.
You may use all of your passes for one
concert or spread them out for the
concert(s) of your choice!

Sonata form The most characteristic form of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, often used
as the first movement of large-scale works like
symphonies. Also used for stand-alone pieces or
other movements of large-scale works. Musical
ideas are presented (exposition), developed
Sonata Form

Ex p os it i on

Dev e l op m en t

R ec a pi t ul a ti on

Purchase online at
tickets.stocktonsymphony.org
or call the Symphony office at
(209) 951-0196.
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’Tis the Season

Sunday | December 4, 2022 | 2:30 pm
Atherton Auditorium
Stockton Symphony
Peter Jaffe, conductor

Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
Stockton Youth Chorale, Joan Calonico, director

Sleigh Ride

Leroy Anderson

But Who May Abide the Day of His Coming from Messiah
Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
Christmas Waltz

George Frideric Handel

Jule Styne/Sammy Cahn, arr. Carmen Dragon

Il tamborillero (The Little Drummer Boy)
Katherine Davis, Henry Onorati, Harry Simeone
Stockton Youth Chorale
arr. Bob Cerulli
Christmas Sing-Along
Traditional, arr. John Finnegan
Jingle Bells—Joy to the World—Hark, the Herald Angels Sing—
Silent Night—Deck the Hall—O Come, All Ye Faithful
Brazilian Sleigh Bells

Percy Faith, arr. Lee Norris

Symph-Hanukkah

arr. Peter Jaffe

intermission
Music from Frozen

Kristen Anderson-Lopez and Robert Lopez,
arr. Bob Krogstad

White Christmas

Irving Berlin, arr. Carmen Dragon

Una voce poco fa from The Barber of Seville
Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
Carol of the Bells

Mykola Leontovych, arr. Robert Wendell

The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire)
Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
O Holy Night

Mel Tormé/Robert Wells,
arr. Carmen Dragon

Adolphe Adam/Placide Clappeau (French words)
John Sullivan Dwight (English words)
Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
arr. Carmen Dragon

Waltz of the Snowflakes from The Nutcracker
Stockton Youth Chorale
Concert sponsors: St. Joseph’s Medical Center–Dignity Health
Guest artist sponsors: Joe and Rita Sublett
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Gioachino Rossini

Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky
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Guest Artists

Monica Danilov, mezzo-soprano
Monica Danilov received her bachelor’s degree in
vocal performance from the Manhattan School of
Music and master’s degree from the Conservatory of
Music of Brooklyn College (CUNY) under the tutelage
of Patricia McCaffrey. She was chosen to participate
in the master class entitled ¨Music for the Masses¨ at
the Metropolitan Opera Guild with renowned
conductor Kent Tritle. She has worked with a host of
renowned conductors such as Jun Nakabayashi, Alan
Gilbert, Peter Jaffe, Gerassim Voronkov, Dante Ranieri,
Olivier Grangean, and Richard Barrett and with
directors Mitch Sebastian and Dona Vaughn, among
others. She sang in world premieres of Marjorie
Merryman’s Beauty, Grief and Grandeur and the U.S.
premiere of Nunes Garcia´s best-known Requiem. She
has sung at the Kennedy Center, the 92nd Street Y,
Avery Fischer Hall, the Cairo Opera House, and in
Algeria, Ghana, Ecuador, and Colombia.
Ms. Danilov also has experience in musical theater as
Maria in The Sound of Music, produced by Misi
Producciones (performed forty-two times), and the
role of Aldonza/Dulcinea in Man of La Mancha
performed at the Teatro Mayor Julio Mario Santo
Domingo in Bogotá in 2016. She has sung important

Stockton Youth Chorale, Joan Calonico, director
The Stockton Youth Chorale is open to young singers
who are in third through eighth grade. Students learn
vocal production, music reading, and performance
etiquette, and have fun in the process. Children from
throughout San Joaquin County participate in the Youth
Chorale, and it is open to all children by a simple
audition. A scholarship program is available.
Making music with children is
Joan Calonico’s favorite thing to
do. As the Stockton Youth
Chorale conductor since 2002,
she has energized the singers by
creating more ensembles within
the organization to meet young
singers’ ever-changing needs.
She is the founding director of
Valley Youth A Cappella, a
special ensemble for high
school students. Experienced
Kelsey McNickle photo
singers enjoy the challenge of
Joan Calonico
more complex music, giving

roles in zarzuela (Spanish
opera with spoken dialogue
on topical themes) and
operas—Aurora la
Beltrana in Doña
Francisquita by Vives and
Clarita in La del manojo de
rosas by Sorozábal. Her
opera credits include Paula
in Florencia en el
Amazonas by Daniel Catan,
Rosina in Il barbiere di
Siviglia, Mercedes in
Carmen, La Ciesca in
Monica Danilov
Gianni Schicchi, Maria in
Maria de Buenos Aires, Valencienne in The Merry
Widow, Kate Pinkerton in Madama Butterfly, and Dido
in Dido and Aeneas, among others.
Equally at home in the concert hall, Ms. Danilov has
performed and worked with orchestras around the
world such as the Sinfonica Nacional de Colombia,
Orquesta Sinfonica EAFIT, Nueva Filarmonia,
Filarmonica de Cali, and Filarmonica Juvenil. In
Northern California she has appeared with the Folsom
Lake Symphony and the Camellia Symphony
Orchestra, and she returns to the Stockton Symphony
after her virtual appearance during the pandemic and
her stellar performance in last season’s Messiah.

them a reason to continue singing and learning. “Giving
children a strong foundation,” she says, “increases the
likelihood that they’ll sing for a lifetime.”
Joan Calonico graduated from the University of Pacific
Conservatory with a bachelor’s degree in music
education. She has since been a general music and
choral specialist with the Lincoln Unified School
District and has served the district as mentor teacher
and music teacher specialist. She served for many
years as principal of Don Riggio School, where visual
and performing arts are an integral part of every
student’s education.
Ms. Calonico has sung with the Stockton Master
Chorale and Stockton Opera, and she has served as a
representative to the California Music Educators
Association. She has also been a guest lecturer in
music education at the University of the Pacific and a
clinician and panelist for the American Choral
Directors Association and California Music Educators
Association. She has conducted middle school honor
choirs throughout the region.
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Endowment Fund Gifts T0day . . . Music Forever
Through donations to the Stockton Symphony Endowment Fund, Symphony supporters can make meaningful
contributions that make possible a lasting legacy of great music for future generations in the Central Valley.
Donors can make restricted or unrestricted endowment gifts in the form of cash, stock, or other property. You
can help ensure the Symphony’s future by naming the Symphony in your will or estate plans. Legacy gifts can
also provide significant tax advantages to the donor. For more information on how you can make a legacy gift,
please contact the Symphony office at (209) 951-0196.
The Symphony offers naming opportunities to donors who wish to endow a musician’s chair in the orchestra.
The Stockton Symphony Association gratefully acknowledges these visionary friends who have given
generously through the Chair Endowment Program.
The Carmen M. Silva Chair
Christina Mok, concertmaster
The David E. Zuckerman Chair
Iryna Klimashevska, associate concertmaster
The Forrest and Barbara Greenberg Chair
David S. Thorp, assistant principal viola
The Helen Kessel McCrary Chair
Andrew Ford, principal cello
The Gene and Arlene Weston Chair
Patrick McCarthy, principal bass
The John Linley McCarthy Chair
Bethanne Walker, principal flute
The Robert and Jeanne Person Chair
Sara Marsh, principal clarinet
The R. John Charles, Jr., and Margaret Wennhold
Charles Chair
Elizabeth Sanders, second clarinet
The Hobin Family Chair
Nicolasa Kuster, principal bassoon
The Margaret M. Zuckerman Chair
John Freeman, principal trumpet
The Beverly Fitch McCarthy Chair
Amy Ahn, principal harp
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MANLIO SILVA SOCIETY
Manlio Silva Circle $1,000,000 and above
George and Marian Malloy
Maestro’s Circle $500,000–$999,999
President’s Circle $250,000–$499,999
Concertmaster’s Circle $100,000–$249,999
Principal’s Circle $50,000–$99,999
Catherine Lewis
Henry and Carol Zeiter
Ross E. Bewley and Marilyn R. Bewley Endowment Fund
Orchestra Circle $25,000–$49,000
Associate’s Circle $10,000–$24,999
Hon. Ann Chargin in memory of Robert Chargin
Thomas and Virginia Chen
Rupert and Yvonne Hall
Jo Anne Lynch in memory of Capt. William H. Lynch,
USN (ret.)
C.L. Schuler in memory of Robert Schuler
Moris and Julie Senegor
Daniel and Lynne Terry
Colleague’s Circle $5,000–$9,999
Legacy Society
James Fenelon
Philip and Carole Gilbertson
Dottie (Dot) Lofstrom
Frank and Teresa Mandella
John L. and Beverly F. McCarthy
Edward and Nancy Schneider
Doug Wied
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Annual Fund

The Stockton Symphony wishes to thank those
generous contributors who support us so loyally
throughout the year. The following list reflects gifts
and pledges received between December 1, 2021, and
August 30, 2022. Subsequent gifts will be
acknowledged in later programs.

Memorial and honorary donations of $100 or more are
acknowledged for the entire season. We apologize if
any names have been inadvertently omitted or listed
inaccurately. If there is an error, please notify the
Symphony office at (209) 951-0196 so that a correction
can be made.

Patrick Hobin
Port of Stockton
Bune Primack
David Snyder
Stockton Symphony Alliance
Margaret H. Zuckerman

C. A. Webster Foundation
Nan Chavez
Rudy and Stephene Croce
Alison and Roger Grey
The Grupe Company
Golden Baton
Tom and Nancy Harrington
$25,000–$49,999
Mary Hickman and Phillip Spohn
Joel and Marilyn Franklin
Maestro $2,400–$4,999
John Irish
Peter and Carolyn Lepisto
Christa Malone
Patrick and Harriet Catania
Jo Anne Lynch
Zeiter Eye Medical Group
Bob and Marlene Hnath
Michael Milhaupt
Jeffrey and Pamela Lee
Dr. Judy Murphy
Silver Baton
Hal and Debbie Lurtsema Gary Putnam and Gillian Murphy
$10,000–$24,999
Prudential CA Reality
Joan Ray
Bank of Stockton
Cecilia Moran and Albert Taylor
Hon. Ann M. Chargin
Ross and Marilyn Bewley Charitable Joe and Connie Rishwain
Mrs. Joan Salter
Drs. Thomas and Virginia Chen
Foundation
City of Stockton
Steve and Mary Ann Schermerhorn Anne B. Sheldon
Stephen and Leslie Sherman
Karen Hall
Roger Sitkin
Charles and Gail Ann Wagner
Douglas and Cheryl Hunt
Phyllis Trachiotis
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wiley
Peter and Jane Jaffe
Linda Vater
National Endowment for the Arts
Carol Van Bronkhorst
Melody $300–$599
Edward and Nancy Schneider
John and Francesca Vera
Ed and Paula Almaas
Moris and Julie Senegor
Nancy and Nadia Zane
Bank of America
Joe and Rita Sublett
Clayton Blake
Earl Taylor, M. D., and Ms. Etoile
Harmony $1,200–$2,399
Beverly Blum
Holmes
Anonymous
Marilyn Boulanger
Daniel and Lynne Terry
Dr. Ronald and Cynthia Allison
Virginia P. Breed
Ron and Sandy Van De Pol
Mary and Dan Bava
Donna Brown
Zeiter Eye Medical Group
Velma Lim
Nancy Chavez
Hal and Mary Monroe
Carol Dietrich
Concertmaster
Partners Real Estate
Alan and Dianne England
$5,000–$9,999
Philip D. West and Larry Kisling
Lydia K. Fox
Alvarez Properties - Byron and
Patricia Voss
Lawrence Friedman and Janice
Christine
Schkloven-Friedman
James M. Morris and Robin Appel
Tempo $600–$1,199
Mr. and Mrs. Jeryl Fry
Carol Bielejeski
Dr. Ronald and Cynthia Allison
Tom and Nancy Harrington
Conni Bock
Architechnica
Robert and Laurel Wisenor
Nelson and Lynne Davis Family Fund Nelson and Debbie Bahler
Hathaway
Downey Brand, LLC
Beverly Blum
Alan Hitt
Mary Bullard and Alan DeLagoon
Platinum Baton
$50,000 and above
CalOSBA - Go-Biz
Stockton Symphony Charitable Trust
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Richard Jenkins and Kimberlee
Jenkins
Eleanor and Bob Lawrence
Donald and Susan Lenz
Jim McBride and Shawn Sutter
Charles R. McCormick, M.D., and
Clair Trujillo
Mrs. Bea McNeilly
Mrs. Fran Meredith
Dwane and Sara Milnes
Giulio and Cheryl Ongaro
Dr. Daryl B. Payne and Kathleen
Payne
Tony Porras
Mr. and Mrs. Francesco Quacinella
Lupe Rede
Calixtro Romias and Donna Yee
D'Arlene Rosenau
Frank and Ann Rossi
Barbara Sarkany
Anne B. Sheldon
Rita and Ken Steele
Stockton Rotary Endowment
Louise Talley
Ray and Caroline Tom
Andee Zetterbaum
Fanfare $120–$299
Anonymous
Holly Andersen
Oscar Anzaldo
Chuck Argus
Dr. Gary R. Baughman and Mrs.
Carol Baughman
Robert and Judy Bonfilio
Daniel Caminata
Elizabeth Carlson
Susan J. Caulfield
Harriet and Mel Corren
F. J. Dietrich IV
Zulka Dozier
Marilyn Draheim
Ronald Duncan
Ann and Dick Filson
Nellie and David Frison
Jeannette Gorham
George and Margaret Hatfield
Peter and Shari Habeeb
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David Hall
Ms. Merrill Hambright
Michael and Debbie Hernandez
Hon. Carter and Mrs. Signe Holly
Patricia W. Itaya
John H. and Jeanette Jenkins
Clara Kaiser
John Karow
Joy Levien
Jeremiah and Sandy Murphy
Doug and Gloria Piuser
Helen Prieto
Gabriel and Karen Rodriguez
Glenda Schubert
Dr. Albert Siu
Anne B. Sheldon
Rick Skehen
William and Wendy Stoermer
Anne Struck
Patricia M. Thomas
Karen and Andrew Wuellner
Music Lovers
Under $120
Jim and Lola Blankenship
Gwen Cheever
Tom Chiarchianis
Hillard Corren
Dolores DeCarli
Beverley and John Dierking
Sally Fitts
Colleen Foster
Jeanne Gaia and Hugh Lilly
Alan Hansen
Janet C. Heiman
Kelley and Gayle Jennings
Irene Lerma
Geraldine Pedroncelli
Earlene Perry
Bob and Barbara Schwartz
Rebecca Severin
Diane Ditz Stauffer
Nancee L. Volpi
William and Virginia Wallace
Bobbie Wallinger and Dennis
Sorensen
Mrs. Susan Williams
Bobbe Blair Xenos

In Kind
Susanne Ghidoni
Cheryl Hunt
Jane Vial Jaffe
Kevin Wing & Associates
In Memory of Lillian Bava
Kelley and Gayle Jennings
In Memory of Jim Bock
Anne Struck
In Memory of Michael Hall
Karen Hall
In Memory of Fred Hanker
Nancy Chavez
Linda Vater
In Memory of Robert Heiman
Janet C. Heiman
In Memory of Bob Ikeda
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Ghidoni
In Memory of Joe and Sarah Jaffe
Joy Levien
In Memory of Elizabeth and David
Rea
Michael Milhaupt
In Memory of Irene Butts Snyder
Pat Catania
Marcia Crockett
Iacopi, Lenz & Company
Peter and Jane Jaffe
Florence and Mas Kamigaki
Eleanor and Bob Lawrence
Susan and Don Lenz
In Memory of Paul and Irene Snyder
By their children Nancy Schneider
and David Snyder
In Memory of Joan and Don Waugh
Alison and Roger Grey
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Stylistic Periods in Music
The basic stylistic periods in music, which generally lag
behind those in literature and visual arts, are given
below with conveniently rounded dates. Naturally
characteristics from one period overlap with the next,
and music historians don’t always agree on starting
and ending dates—the Romantic period, for example, is
often considered to have started earlier or ended later
than shown below—but these dates may serve as
guidelines.
Medieval (Middle Ages) 500–1450
Renaissance
1450–1600
Baroque
1600–1750
Classical
1750–1820
Romantic
1820–1900
Twentieth century
1900–2000
In addition, we sometimes refer to subsets of these
periods:
Rococo
(1690–1765)
Early Classical
(1720–1765)
(less problematic term than Pre-Classic)
Impressionist
(1890–1910)
Expressionist
(1910–1920)
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